LOOK WITHIN. FIND YOUR FLAIR.

INTERIOR ADD-ONS

LED PEDAL LAMP
Choose your signature style to light up your way.

ALTOZ SKID PLATE
Make an impression every time you enter your Altoz.

INFOGRAPHICS SCREEN
Get immersed in the world of non-stop entertainment.

DASH MAT
Select a shockproofed way to keep your phone safe.

PARCEL TRAY
Make a storage choice that adds to your style.

3D MATS
Select barrier-tread protective coverage to make your drive hassle-free.
SIT WELL.  
WITH SOPHISTICATION.

LEATHERETTE SEATING.
Go for a stunning range of patterns, colours and designs to make your drive stylish and comfortable.

DARK CORAL
CARRY YOUR CLASS.
WHEREVER YOU GO.

UTILITY FITMENTS

CAR PURIFIER
Make fresh starts everyday.

NECK REST
Choose a comfy companion for those long, tiring drives.

DASH CAM
Pack a cool way to keep accidents at bay.

INFLATED TYPHOON TYRE
Fill up your tires and go for a twirly spin.

MOBILE HOLDER
Select a Bergmann Holder to hold your mobile in style.

ALTROZ SCALE MODEL
Add a Collector’s Edition Altroz to your collection.